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Shape, Thickness and Ecology, foundations for new solutions
MASPI was founded in 1978 with the aim to become a strategic partner for designers and architects 
in the bathroom fixtures and furnishings sector. The primary aim was to combine requirements of 
quality, design and shape liberties with non-traditional transformation technologies in the sector of 
plastic materials. The necessity to obtain items with high thickness drove MASPI to develop a new 
moulding technology:

CO-INJECTION
Co-injection allows to obtain items with high thickness through the use of a certain percentage of 
recycled material. With this aim MASPI developed and realized ad hoc compounds to satisfy specific 
technical requirements. 

The trademarks of the following technopolymers are MASPI's patents: 
 

MASPI cooperates with many architects, engineers and designers in important industrial sectors:

Since MASPI is aware that a company's competitiveness and longevity depend on its innovation's 
ability, the company constantly invests in the research and development of new materials and new 
technologies. at present, MASPI stretches on 30.000 square metres, 8.000 of them are covered. It has 
in hand highly automatized equipment and production islands.

The acquired technologies (co-injection, gas assisted co-injection, overmoulding), combined with 
the realized compounds, have allowed many European and overseas customers to obtain creative 
solutions in line with the shape and contents requirements requested by their markets.

The attention of the environmental impact is one of MASPI's features.
The items produced by MASPI are realized with structural composite technopolymers with 
varying section and are completely recyclable. They are themselves made by recycled 
material. 
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Research & Development
Research for MASPI:

The possibility to co-inject to thermoplastic polymers allows to 
develop new compounds that can better combine technical 
and aesthetical requirements.
Innovative shapes and functions depend on the correct choice 
of the material and on the production technologies.
The specific design of the moulds which allows to combine 
two materials with different and complementary technical, 
mechanical and physical features produced items with a high 
technological content.

Development for MASPI:
MASPI has developed specific competences in various product sectors:
• Furnishing
• Hydrosanitary
• DIY
• Electrical
• Photovoltaic
• And high level relations in the chemical research sector for polymers.

Contradictions that often bound the realization of the most innovative products:
•	 rigid but elastic;
•	 high thickness but light;
•	 simple, economical but beautiful;
•	 are being analysed and made feasible.

The constant research and development of flexible and combined production systems, customized 
performance materials such as the (Starclay©, Restylon©-S, Restylon©-P) series, allow to give a solid 
form to architects' and designers' projects, without any compromise.

Design  
Briefing: The preliminary analysis typical for this phase allows 
to establish the limits of the projects by defining also the cost 
boundaries.
Targets: Sometimes the starting targets (product/market) may 
result reductive. During the project analysis, thanks to the 
comparison of different experiences, new and unparalleled 
opportunities may arise.
Function: The analysis of the function of the item is an essential 
passage for the choice of the final material. The main aim is 
always the satisfaction of the final customer for the whole life 
of the product.
Co-design: “From the idea to the product” - the tight connection 
between the shape (Designer) and the engineering (Design 
engineer) is an indispensable condition for the success of the 
product.
Materials: The choice of a material is determined by the 

customers' needs and by the limits imposed by their peculiar market. Some of these limits may be 
represented by: sectorial regulations, functional requirements, Marketing requirements. In all these 
cases the material may play a strategic role.
Prototyping: The practical test of everything that has been so far assumed leads to a prototype. This 
one may be a simple representation of the idea (model) or a working item (prototype). In this case 
there is also the possibility to realize a mini-experimental production through an out-and-out mould.
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Services
MASPI offers a complete and highly competitive service for 
the design and the development of new products.
Deliveries: Punctuality in the deliveries, flexibility in the 
shipments, regularity in the raw materials, certainties in the 
integrity of the product at its destination are important 
elements of MASPI's service.
Materials: The identification and the choice of the raw material 
is the basis of the quality of the products manufactured 
by the our company. Duration, competitive price and 
correspondence to the regulations derive from this research.
Competitiveness: The constant research of competitiveness 
for the customers and their product is the basis of the service 
offered by MASPI.
A constant commitment that, following the course of the 

evolutionary trends, sometimes anticipates the customers' needs and offers hints for new functions 
and applications.
Automation: The evolution of robotics allows to cut production expenses in all phases of the production 
process, from processing to packaging. MASPI possesses both the skills and the best industrial solutions 
for this.
Packaging: Transportation sometimes weighs significantly upon the final cost of the product.  
The choice of the most economical packaging (material, shape and dimension), which is functional 
to the cost reduction, but is able to preserve the integrity of the products, is a service that MASPI offers 
to its customers and is based on an experience of International supplies.

Ecology & Environment
Today it is not enough to produce well, it is also necessary to 
do it with respect to the environment. 
MASPI's processing technologies are the most effective in this 
sense.
Polymeric materials are per se in velvet concerning the low 
production of CO2. Compared to traditional materials such as 
metal and glass, they require less energetic resources for their 
production, processing and recycle. 

They thus obtain a better “LCA” (Life Cycle Assessment) in 
comparison with traditional materials.
Nevertheless, when talking about recovery and recycling, not 

all polymers can be reused as important materials after their first or second recovery. 
Most of them are being reused in less refined applications compared to their "first" life, thus making it 
difficult, for some commodities sectors which aim also for aesthetical quality, to contribute improving 
the environment.

Thanks to MASPI's research and development, skills and production process, the duo "recycled = poor 
quality" has been definitively broken. First quality technical polymers have now a second chance to 
be used, at a high aesthetical and performance level.

All products made in: Starclay®, Restylon®-S, Restylon®-P, once recovered, can be brought back to 
life with the same original segments, adding them an additional value: the value of the respect for 
the environment.

During the last years MASPI, in the constant research of products inclined to preserve our planet from 
pollution, has studied and patented important solutions for the installation of photovoltaic modules 
both in civil and in industrial settings.
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Materials
In the world of plastic materials, technologies evolve very quickly. The evolution of polymers is 
constantly supervised by MASPI so to get those raw materials which allow to improve the link between 
cost/performance in favour of the final product. In the production process MASPI uses materials with 
or without charges, among which (polypropylene, styrofoam, abs,  polyamides,  polycarbonate).
In addition to these, MASPI has developed some specific trademark compounds for co-injection, 
such as:

Starclay®, a thermoplastic composite polymer formulated and developed especially for the building 
sector. Composed by 40% recycled polymer, it is enriched by nano-charges, it conveys a high 
stiffness, a low thermal dilatation coefficient and a low thermic transmission.
Starclay® is produced with a clay-base colour which allows the production of items that can be 
assimilated and integrated with the traditional clay elements of civil roofs. It has a high resistance 
against chemical agents and UV rays. It has also a good shock resistance even at low temperature 
and it is easy to be nailed down or drilled without any problem.
Starclay® is completely recyclable at the end of its life. Thanks to its peculiar qualities, Starclay® has 
been chosen to produce "INTEGRO”, a patented system for the integration of photovoltaic solar 
panels on pitched roofs.

Restylon®-S is a composite thermoplastic polymer characterized by a high superficial shine, an 
excellent UV-resistance and a good resistance against scratches.
It is particularly esteemed in the interior furniture sector and it allows the manufacturing of tables, 
stools, seats and shower trays with high thickness and an excellent superficial quality. Restylon®-S 
is composed by 40% compatible recycled material. Materials with a high intrinsic quality which 
give Restylon®-S exemplary properties of dimensional and aesthetical stability. Also Restylon®-S is 
completely recyclable at the end of its life.

Restylon®-P, is a composite thermoplastic polymer with the best cost/performance ratio, particularly 
recommended where a good chemical resistance against detergents, a discrete resistance against 
superficial scratches and a low overall weight are needed.
Composed by 30% recycled material, it is particularly suitable in items for outdoor environments such 
as garden furniture or for basically difficult applications such as seats for community centres, where 
both the resistance against detergents and shocks are required. Upon request, the product can 
also be resistant against germs and bacteria thank to ad hoc sanitation systems. Restylon®-P has 
an excellent resistance against the UV-ageing and, in case of particularly critical applications, is 
also available in its FR (self-extinguishing V0 according UL 94) version. The material is completely 
recyclable at the end of its life.
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Mouding technologies

Co-injection moulding

This transformation process representing 
MASPI's core business allows to obtain items 
with high thickness.
Many planning ideas thought for injection 
moulding require high lining thickness for 
aesthetical or functional reasons.
The high thickness is barely feasible through 
traditional injection moulding (compact).
The cooling times inside the core of the item are 
long and end up with increasing its cost and, 
furthermore, they influence its appearance.
It happened and is still happening that, to keep 
the thickness or mass presumed in the project, 
the designer has to choose other materials 
(thermosetting or polyurethane resins). Resins 
that are not recyclable. 
This causes the sacrifice of the recyclability of 
the finished product.
Moreover, sometimes it is necessary to intervene on the item through post-production (such as 
painting), so to reduce superficial flaws.
With co-Injection it is possible to keep the aesthetical and functional richness presumed by the 
Designer (weight, surfaces, colours) at controlled and competitive prices.
It is a non-conventional technology developed and examined in depth by our factory. 
Co-injection requires the use of specific machines and has to be combined with suitable materials. 
Through co-injection it is possible to produce items composed by a skin (outside) and a core (inside), 
which are molten in an integral and inseparable manner (sublimation). 
Each material is being chosen according to the final performance required by the item. 
Co-injection also allows to produce items with variable thickness from 3 to 25/30 mm. 

The co-injection process calls for the introduction of an expanding agent in the inside material (core). 
This expanding agent develops gas in the polymeric mass during the plasticization of the polymer. It is 
a chemical reaction which is able to generate an internal micro-pression giving rise to micro-cavities 
in the core of the item. 

This technique allows: 
•	  A light reduction of the weight of the item on equal pressure 
•	  The removal of suctions due to the contraction of the polymer during the cooling phase
•	  The use of compatible recycled material (core)
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Gas-Moulding
Compact + Gas

This transformation process allows to produce items with a high thickness 
empty inside.
The technology thus allows to reduce the typical superficial problems 
due to the cooling of the piece (suction), therefore reducing also the 
production times compared to items with an apparent equivalent 
thickness.
The lightening owing to emptying of the thickness may take place 
through an internal compression (without bean) or through the external 
drain of the material in excess (with bean).

A) Compact area
B) Through gas emptied area

In-mould labelling
(Compact/Co-injection + Ornamental Film) IML IMT

This transformation process allows to customise and decorate the item 
directly during the moulding process. 
Products with a resistance to wear and tear higher than the ones obtained 
through painting and silk-screen printing can be produced thanks to IML 
(In-Mould Labelling) and IMT (In-Mould Transfer) technologies.
The label is being placed inside the mould and is being incorporated in 
the item through the injection. 

Bi-Tri material moulding
Overmoulding

This transformation process is being used for the production of items in 
different colours and/or in different materials. 
It allows to mould even incompatible materials (for instance PC-EPDM) 
in 2 or 3 colours and/or with different functions, stiff materials with soft 
materials. The result are items with specific qualities or functionalities  
(for instance tool handles with a higher “grip”).

Traditional moulding
Compact

This transformation process is being used for the moulding of plastic materials 
through traditional technology (moulding in one component).
It allows to produce items with medium to little thickness.
The used materials are the ones in unvarying colours, metallic, veined or with 
charges and/or strengthening agents, mineral and fibrous ones. 
The result of this process are items with or without metal inserts, shiny or 
textured finishing (depending on the charges).
The material may be amorphous or semi-crystalline or a mixture of both.
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Sectors
MASPI is specialized in the resolution of technical and planning problems in many
commodities sectors. For some of these, MASPI's technology meant the possibility to create an item 
that, otherwise, would have been unattainable.
Starting from the bathroom sector, our company has received many positive feedbacks by the side 
of designers, architects and engineers working in several other commodities sectors. Today MASPI 
offers a concrete answer in the following sectors:

In the last years MASPI, aware of the environmental problems tied to energy resources, has focused 
its resources on the alternative energy sector (GREEN ECONOMY).
Integro and Sophia are an example of this philosophy.
The projects started with an idea then realized and brought to completion by MASPI's structure.

Other sectors are starting to appreciate the flexibility of the processes and the skills of our company. 
Soon new products will be launched on the market, also in other sectors which are particularly 
sensitive and delicate like the ones bound to disabilities.

Our company offers its free advice to any designer, architect or engineer who wish to verify the 
feasibility of their idea with our technology. In sectors which are significant for their innovation level, 
MASPI does not exclude a cooperation based on a partnership.
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Interior design
The Italian context is certainly characterised by a strong planning creativity. Conversely, the 
transformation technologies and the sensitivity of the company have often made the difference for 
many professionals aiming to beauty and innovation.
Today the company cooperates with many international designers and architects. 
In the interior design sector, for instance, the challenges set by the designers are sometimes really 
incredible.
But this has always been a spur for MASPI. Moving the technology and creativity pole always a bit 
higher is still the favourite "sport" here at our company. 
With this particular forma mentis together with the skill to industrialize and automate the production 
processes, MASPI makes possible the manufacturing of value products at a competitive price. 
Among the materials developed by MASPI for this sector, Restylon®-S is the designers' aesthetically 
most loved product.
Its gloss, scratch resistance, dimensional stability together with its low environmental impact, make 
this material a preferential product for numerous applications. 
In the exterior design, instead, Restylon®-P is arising thanks to its best chemical and shock resistance, 
even at low temperatures. Also this material combines the finishing value with the important 
advantage of the low environmental impact and the recyclability at the end of its life.

Bathroom
The bathroom ambiance has always evolved more and more by becoming a place with the same 
dignity as a living room or a kitchen.
In some case the bathroom may be subject to problems deriving from vandalism, negligence of its 
attenders and hygiene (community centres, public toilets, services, etc.).
MASPI has been working in this sector for many years and has by now produced millions toilet seats 
and hundreds of thousands shower trays, being able to promptly adapt to the different needs,  
with punctuality and competence.
Our company has always considered recyclability an essential point in its conduct and it has never 
fallen into the temptation to produce items with critical technologies from the point of view of the 
environmental impact.
The quality of MASPI's products is a value that lasts in time. MASPI's products are guaranteed for at 
least 5 years and can be realized according to the most up-to-date hygienic questions (fungi and 
bacteria). In the download area it is possible to watch and download the documents concerning 
the bathroom standard product, created and directly and/or indirectly marketed.
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Outdoor
For garden decor there is the need for materials with particular resistance and little maintenance. 
Also the furniture and the accessories must be long - lasting and resistant against  a t m o s p h e r i c 
agents and sunlight. 
MASPI has a long history in this sector. Our company has been producing design chairs and tables for 
years and they are all produced in Restylon®-P. 
Thanks to the material and the transformation technology – Bi-Material in Co-injection - MASPI is able 
to offer this sector products of excellent quality and durability.

DIY
MASPI is a leader in the production for DIY items. Over 15.000.000 paint brush handles are being 
produced every year. 

The possibility to use rigid materials for the structural part and soft ones to have a soft-touch effect on 
the handle guarantee performance and comfort during the use. 

Industrial
MASPI is the ideal partner for companies that wish to develop projects whose components may be 
produced through co-injection.

Innovative products have been so far developed: 

•  Switchboards, sockets, boxes, plugging panels for electrical switchboards (electrical sector)
•  Nitrogen generator retaining boxes (lab instruments)
•  Barriers and road signs (urban sector)
•  Window frames, tiles (building sector)
•  High molecular weight counterweights for washing machines (white goods sector)

New Restylon compounds were developed to satisfy self-extinguishment requirements demanded 
by international regulations in force. 
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Alternative Energy
MASPI, aware of the growing need of the photovoltaic market, has developed and patented two projects for 
the installation of PV modules on pitched or flat roofs.

For pitched roofs MASPI has developed the INTEGRO project, a practical 
and functional solution which is able to accommodate photovoltaic 
panels by integrating them in a natural way on roofs with tiles or Portuguese 
shingle roofing.
To make a bi-dimensional element like a photovoltaic module with a  
tri-dimensional structure like the one of a tile roof, was a great challenge.
Thanks to the cooperation with innovation professionals, technical experts 
in this sector and companies, which produce and distribute photovoltaic 
systems (Sorgenia Solar), it was possible to create an integrated and 
patented system.
The created solution called for the creation of a specific polymer, Starclay®, 
finalized to allow the production of the necessary roofing tiles with a specific relation between thickness/weight. 
Weight is an important element for the final quality of the installation and for the wind stability.
Specific tiles are created in Starclay®. These tiles can be linked to the traditional tiles in fire-resistant material on 
the one hand and to the anchoring systems of the photovoltaic panel on the other. 
Thanks to the mechanical resistance of the material it is possible to fix MASPI's tiles to the roof beams both with 
screws and with nails.
The material has a very high dimensional stability, a low thermic expansion coefficient, a good thermic insulation, 
an excellent resistance against UV rays and shocks.
The Starclay® tiles used in our Integro system are totally recyclable at the end of their life.
Integro has been recognized by GSE (Gestore Servizi Energetici - the Italian supervising authority for energy 
systems) as an innovative system and receives the highest possible state incentives. 

For flat roofs MASPI has developed the SOPHIA project, 
a functional and practical solution which is able to 
accommodate standard PV modules. The system was 
presented at the SOLAREXPO 2012 held in Verona.

The main features of the SOPHIA system are: 
• Monolithic structure
• Same structure for ballasted and anchored version
• Easy to install
• Reduction of installation times
• Economically convenient (minor cost compared to our competitors)

A specific compound Restylon® - G30 (structural composite technopolymer charged with glass fibre was 
developed. Its mechanical and physical features preserve the product for all it life cycle.

Other important features of our SOPHIA system are: 
• Reduction of the number of holes in case of anchored version 
• Pre-assembled frame ready to accommodate PV modules
• Possibility to be installed by only one operator
• High resistance also in marine areas
• Recyclable at the end of life

To reinforce its commitment in the (GREEN ECONOMY), MASPI, together with renewable energy experts, has 
founded a spin-off company named SINTERGI.
Sintergi is specialized in the installation of residential photovoltaic systems and has very quickly gained a leading 
role in the installation of photovoltaic systems with a power up to 50 kW. 
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